The article is a recollection of the ups and downs of my career as a research scientist. It does not chronicle my career in the standard way; there is no timeline of events and only a few details of the type of research that I have devoted my life to. I feel the take-home messages are relevant no matter what type of science you do. The narrative jumps around between periods of my life, uses anecdotes freely and attempts to be informative, forthright, and entertaining. Although science is perceived as a profession, the career pathway can be uneven and forked. In addition to discipline-specific knowledge and experience, successful scientists need a multitude of skills; for instance, human management, logistics, and social media-to name a few. The field often attracts talented introverts for whom working in teams is challenging. The complexity of science is fascinating and powerful. In the fervour for discoveries, care is needed not to become isolated from friends and family by long working hours. For those of you who have gone part or full way down this path, there will be value in comparing your experiences to mine. Mostly I hope that younger scientists who are beginning on this path, or considering whether to enter, will take away some messages that will help them stand on our shoulders.
Introduction
The greatest moment of my career was when I picked up The Key. I opened the door to the room which would be my new university office and I stood there, taking it all in. For a minute I slowed my brain, which was trying to leap forward to all the practical details of taking up a new position (hmmm, where was all my equipment and how would I set up the lab?). Instead, I took a moment to reflect on the long, uneven path that had led me to this moment.
It was July 2013. I had left a government job as Principal Research Scientist in the field of fisheries genetics and had returned to Australia after a 3-month contract at the Natural History Museum in Paris. I arrived at campus on a cold, rainy winter morning and walked into the building. A door on my left had my name on it; the building manager had the key. There was my new office, and along with it a new position as Associate Professor. I remember feeling a surge of huge relief and happiness. The room was organized for me and was ready, as promised. They were expecting me. They wanted me. Wow, I thought. I'm actually here.
Why was this such an enormous moment? Well, for so many reasons, but mostly because for the first time ever, I felt like I had Food for Thought articles are essays in which the author provides their perspective on a research area, topic, or issue. They are intended to provide contributors with a forum through which to air their own views and experiences, with few of the constraints that govern standard research articles. This Food for Thought article is one in a series solicited from leading figures in the fisheries and aquatic sciences community. The objective is to offer lessons and insights from their careers in an accessible and pedagogical form from which the community, and particularly early career scientists, will benefit. The International Council for the Exploration of the Sea (ICES) and Oxford University Press are pleased to make these Food for Thought articles immediately available as free access documents.
successfully tackled The Myths of what it takes to be a successful scientist. I had carved my own path to where I wanted to be. What are The Myths, you ask? It's a fair question and not one that gets addressed very often as you're starting out on your career as a research scientist. But I'm willing to bet you'll meet at least a few of them, as you step out along your own path. For those of you who have taken this pathway already, reading about my experiences may help you reflect on where you've been and where you are going. So, let me give you a "heads up" and run you through The Myths.
Myth No. 1: Your career will be a linear unwavering progression to success
In my case, I began university when I was young (17 years old). From high school, I'd been given pre-exam matriculation to university, which set me firmly on the tertiary education pathway. I graduated with a BSc Hons at 21 from the Australian National University, and then worked as a laboratory technician in the Research School of Biological Sciences for a year. That was a good time to consider if a PhD and a career as a researcher or academic was really for me. I had no idea if I had the intellectual capacity to succeed at this and was quite surprised to be encouraged by the academic who supervised my honours research project. Having decided to go ahead, I searched for a supervisor who shared my research interests. I was (and remain) fascinated by animal speciation, evolution, and biodiversity, all of which was sparked by my passion in the diversity of the Australian bird fauna. I relocated to the University of New South Wales to work with Professor Ross Crozier studying evolution using genetic markers. Under his supervision, I caught up with all the genetics theory and practise that I had not learnt as an undergraduate, and attempted and achieved an ambitious research agenda in the field and laboratory. I thank him for that, as well as his staunch support for the later development of my career. I graduated with a PhD in 1984 when I was 27 years old.
From there, I was awarded the first of two back-to-back Australian Research Council research grants that funded my salary and research for 7 years at the University of Tasmania. With Professor Robert White, I switched to studies on aquatic biodiversity, which was fortuitous in the short (no shortage of fish tissue for DNA extraction, before the days of PCR) and longer term (future career prospects in fisheries research). I felt my career was on the way. Six years after PhD graduation, I'd published five first-authored publications (Ovenden and Mahon, 1984; Ovenden et al., 1987; Ovenden et al., 1989) , a prestigious review paper (Ovenden, 1990 ) and a paper in a highly regarded journal (GENETICS, published by the Genetics Society of America; Ovenden and White, 1990) .
But then a T-junction appeared in the road ahead. At the time the decision to have children felt just as significant as deciding to proceed with a PhD and a career in research. While it's possible to step down from being a researcher, it's impossible to walk away from your children. Everyone experiences parenting differently, but from the beginning it was a magical experience for me. I worked part-time when I had one child but by the time I was the mother of two children, I had willingly resigned from the university to care for them full time at home. I had no thoughts of starting up my research career again. I was proud of the successes that I'd achieved in what was a productive, albeit short, career. Caring for the children at home was a happy time for me. But, our family circumstances changed, and one option was for me to take up paid work again. An academic-friend encouraged me to apply for a post-doctoral fellowship at The University of Queensland. It was an ideal opportunity, as this university reserved some positions for women getting back to their careers like I was. The euphoria of being awarded that fellowship was soon tempered by the challenges of uprooting the family and getting settled in another city.
Soon after starting the fellowship I was offered a permanent job as a research scientist in the Queensland state government. The government research station was on the outskirts of the city, and a world away from the familiar university environment. The work underway there was supremely practical and important. With my academic background, I wondered if I could do this type of work. However, there was an urgent need for my skills and I soon had many projects underway and a great team to work with. Onward and upward? Um, no . . .. . . After 15 years of constructive and acclaimed research, my team and I were sacked by an over-zealous conservative government that was sceptical of the value of investing in science. You can begin to see why I fell in love with The Key. It represented a fresh start in science following the closure of our government research program. A career in science is going to be stop-start, forwards-backwards, with major wins and potentially devastating lows. Busting the linearprogression model of a career in research is an important first lesson to understand.
Myth No. 2: All you have to do to succeed is to be brilliant at science
Great scientists make important breakthroughs in pure and applied science, publish articles in high impact journals, lead collaborative teams of esteemed researchers and work at prestigious institutions. But being great at science is not enough. To be "great" a lot of other skills needed: for example; finding mentors, negotiating effectively, being geographically, and mentally flexible enough to work at new places and across disciplines. When my team and I were made redundant by the government in 2013, I had continuing PhD students and ongoing and new research projects. For their sake and mine, I spent several months meeting with mentors and university colleagues. It was a challenging and uncertain time, but eventually led to The Key for me but unhappily not for all of my group members. Through this process I learnt a great deal and happily added negotiation to my skill toolbox.
Successes are readily measured by publications, citations, and value of research funds, but none of this is possible without extras skills-negotiator, project manager, and human resources expert. Added to that are the mundane but essential aspects of day-today project and laboratory management. As the scientist-incharge, you are responsible for running your laboratory. If you are lucky, sometimes you may have help. In government I was fortunate to have lots of help; a research assistant as well as various business, building, and station managers who were responsible for infrastructure at a higher level. However, the responsibility (and in some cases liability for safety) is yours. This became apparent soon after I received The Key; my new position required setting up and running a new research lab. I needed all my knowledge of basic genetics, procedures, protocols and safety regulations to set up the new laboratory and get it going. The research students were a huge help in this. I was soon managing the lab from the bottom-where do I empty the clinical waste? How do I order lab consumables?-to the top; advising on experimental design, guiding students into the literature, helping with data analysis and editing student scientific manuscripts and theses.
If I didn't know it already, these experiences made me appreciate the complexity of doing science and wonder at the depth of experience needed to explore its frontiers. Suddenly, skills that seemed to have nothing to do with science became essential. The examples about negotiation and logistics above are trivial given what scientists are expected to be expert in today. You can add outreach to the community, e-skills to engage with social media, ability to understand and contribute to policy development and translation of innovation into intellectual property to support potential commercialization. Basically, it would be two dozen different jobs in most other professions. To address this complexity throughout your career, follow the principles of scientific investigations.
Step one is to identifying gaps in your knowledge, and step two is addressing them. Take advantage of formal training if available. Learn by observing the successes and otherwise of others. Have a go yourself. For me, this process is still ongoing.
Myth No. 3: Science is a great profession for a talented introvert As a scientist, you will invariably work inside institutions and research groups, which are often nested inside large and complex organizational networks. Aside from the challenges of navigating this hierarchy, there are the challenges of personal day-to-day working relationships. You can see from ever-increasing numbers of co-authors on publications that it is essential to be able to work effectively in groups. Projects are focused less and less around a single type of data collection. Now many data types are brought together to test increasingly expansive and complex scientific ideas. To do this large collaborative teams are essential. It's becoming more and more important to be able to build and work in teams to maximize outputs from minimal input funding, as well as coping with the increasingly diverse nature of projects. Because of this, in both pure and applied research, the need for talented specialists working in isolation is diminishing. Despite this, try to foster some part of your work that you alone have special expertise in. It's good for self-esteem and single-authored publications are still possible (Ovenden, 2013) .
In an ideal world, everyone is friendly, happy, professional, and eager to work together to achieve high quality scientific outputs and team relationships are characterized by respect, resilience, diversity, conflict resolution skills, and willingness to share the load. In many workplaces this is the state-of-play, but be prepared for other situations. Your team mates are the same as the public you catch the bus with; diverse, complicated and at all stages in their personal and professional journeys through life. However, unlike the crowd on the bus, you have to work with them. This means you need to get to know them; if they work nearby learning their names and room numbers is a fine start. If you put on your sociable hat (not always easy for scientists who tend to be introverts) in some cases you'll make friends for life. In the worse cases, you'll encounter those who you really can't understand, or work with, or communicate with. The reasons are as opaque as they are numerous; competition, jealously, and malice-who knows? A limited pool of experts available at any one time for collaborative work in specialist scientific fields may be a contributing factor. The ability to contribute productively to team work across a range of situations is a skill that comes with understanding your own strengths and weaknesses and gaining human relationship experience as you go along.
The workgroup at the government research station I mentioned earlier was a challenge for me. I struggled to fit with the local culture. Talk at coffee and lunch centred on sport, fishing, and boating, all generally outside my interests. I remember losing it when plans were being laid for a social event involving running around the bush "shooting" each other. Having arrived from Tasmania in 1997, the Port Arthur mass shooting (April 1996; 35 people died) was too fresh in my mind and "paint-ball" was an activity completely unknown to me at the time. Even as my research portfolio grew (more publications, more projects, more collaborations, more funding), it took several years of growing together before I managed to effectively work side-by-side with them. By then, I had established sound working relationships with fisheries science people in other states (including the Northern Territory, Western Australian, and Tasmania) and other institutions (CSIRO, universities in Australia, and worldwide). It was sobering to learn that it was probably the uneasy daily interactions among workmates that was holding up collaborative work at the research station and not the nature of the science that we were undertaking.
A friendly workplace is a happy and productive workplace. Teams definitely work better if everyone gets along. But, the "friendly" approach can backfire for younger scientists. Early in my career, a senior academic appeared to go out of his way to have regular and long conversations with me. It affected my daily productivity to the extent that I needed to catch up after hours. However, we were part of the same research group and it was reasonable that we had regular communication. Looking back, I can see the daily conversations were not strictly necessary, and that I should have developed some strategies to deflect these odd, timeconsuming interactions. The #MeToo movement shows that it's all too easy to cross the line from friendship and mentoring to something more sinister. For career-vulnerable younger scientists, it's hard to come up with winning strategies in these situations. Happily, the issue has a higher public profile now, and earlycareer scientists (and workers at all levels) can and should have discussions with a wide range of peers and colleagues around these topics. Back then, navigating "friendly" was a minefield. On this issue we need to move forwards not backwards.
Being a scientist can be lonely work, seemingly ideally suited for talented introverts. For me it often involves reading, writing, or doing maths on the computer. But, like I said, research is more and more becoming a group activity. Under these circumstances, I believe that the best work groups are those where folks know and like each other. To achieve this, you have to get to know each other personally, however the more time spent chatting at work means more time spent working outside office hours to maintain outputs. The antidote to this is socializing outside work. Ideally, events should be organized to allow senior and junior scientists to meet as equals. If you are lucky enough to be offered these types of opportunities at your workplace take them up, even if it seems weird to be rubbing shoulders with esteemed scientists on the cricket pitch for example. Out of hours networking helps team building without interfering with nine to five productivity, but events need to be held at family friendly time-slots or involve family friendly activities. Some groups use joint conference attendance to build and strengthen teams. I don't have the solution here, but I feel strongly that work is best done among folk who can get along with each other as long as the boundaries are clear and accepted.
As you become more senior, a "friendly" workplace transforms into another kind of torment. Members of your work-friendship group end up on teams that you manage. Then, you are in a situation where decisions that you have to take to achieve project outcomes will affect those in your work-friendship group. Even if the team members are not pals, these actions often lead to conflict. In my career, I feel there have been times when I should have taken hard decisions but didn't. I now regret avoiding conflict and not imposing consequences on my team for missed deadlines. I let situations continue when I should have acted. With hindsight I can see that a tougher approach would have had a longer-term benefit for personal development on both sides, at the expense of short-term chaos.
Scientists are generally not known for their outgoing nature and excellent verbal communication skills. But, increasingly science is not an individual sport, rather very much a group activity. You will need to recognize your strengths or weaknesses in this situation and take every opportunity to fine tune them.
Myth No. 4: You can't be a successful scientist and "have a life" as well
Working one-hundred hours per week is not the only way to scientific success. Again, and again, I have seen colleagues who work seven days per week make significant achievements in their careers. It was (and still is) common for my colleagues to work on the weekend. Undoubtedly, this is the way to get ahead as you can make achievements that are not possible if your hours are constrained from Monday to Friday, and these achievements are important stepping stones for career advancement. Possibly, early in your career placing more emphasis on work rather than "life" may be acceptable, but I recommend pushing back against making it a habit. I could have achieved a great deal more in my career if I'd worked non-stop, and there have been times when I've been tempted, however, whether you realize it or not, working non-stop turns into a significant life decision.
I didn't go down this track because my children, my family, and my friends are essential aspects of my life. Although I love my work, I love these people and my non-work activities just as much. I have never underestimated the importance of a strong friend-network. When times get tough and your family is not around, it's your friends that will help. When you are time-poor and more introvert than extrovert, establishing, and maintaining friend networks takes mental effort and often is hard work. The same applies to being a "good" wife, mother, sister, daughter. But, like I said, I regard all of this as essential. I rationalized that I was certainly not being paid enough as a research scientist to work on the weekends. The range of skills necessary to be an effective scientist would be rewarded with a much higher wage in other professions.
"You can always take flex-time", a colleague said to me when I was upset that I could not attend my son's swimming carnival during working hours. This was true, and indeed more and more institutions are family-friendly enough to allow you to vary your work hours while maintaining productivity. However, the demands of being a parent and working full time are considerable and no amount of flexible working conditions can truly compensate. When it came to the demands from work compared to demands from my children, I always put my children first. Their need was undeniable, whereas I was never indispensable at work. To be successful under these circumstances is truly challenging and every parent develops their own "hacks" that allows them to cope. It's essential to be really organized and to never stop thinking about moving things along. It could be planning to buy new school shoes or how to schedule sport and music practices, but equally it could be planning your next experiment, thinking about where your work colleagues are coming from or inventing titles for your next manuscript. I once asked a colleague without children what she thought about while commuting to and from work. I was surprised when she said nothing much, as for me this was (and still is) essential thinking time.
Effective and productive scientists need to be happy, and I believe family and friendships are crucial for this. Don't fall for the cliché that if you're not working seven days a week, twenty hours a day, you'll never achieve anything. Likewise, don't believe that those who do work like that are automatically "better" than you. If you have significant achievements under your belt but keep a lid on your working hours, have confidence that you are not an "impostor" but a talented and valued member of the science community.
Finally, not a myth but a fact: you are going to need resilience. Some wise parents give their kids a station-wagon and a road map of Australia when they leave high school. Others encourage their kids to take a more formal "gap-year" before taking up university studies. But, in my case, I began university when I was young and got some life experience working as a technician in a research lab for a year before starting my PhD. This only provided a limited amount of life experience. My PhD studies were challenging, but unlike many of my fellow graduates, I did not feel mature enough at the end of it to work overseas. Life experience is also important to make an informed decision about your career path. You want to be like Roger Federer and Rafael Nadal, who absolutely love tennis even after a lifetime of competition. I got into my corner of science (evolutionary and population genetics) because of my love of birds and their amazing biodiversity. Genetics was one tool to understand evolution and speciation, and so much more as shown by my long publication history (type Jennifer Ovenden into scholar.google.com to find out more about me). For me, my research field is just as fascinating now as it was when I started; perhaps more because now I know so much more. More than that, my love of science is driven by my need to know how things work. If that drives you too, then science is a good career choice.
Due to the specialist work we do, scientists can be isolated from the working life of the majority of the community; whether it's the public or private sector, social services or business, manufacturing, or sales. Working in collaborative, multidisciplinary teams can mitigate this. Scientists often have a high level of management, human relation, logistic, financial, and social media skills, but when considering a career change soon come to realize that many professionals have these abilities too. It is relatively rare to find a position that values your deep knowledge of particular aspect of science, which often means that scientists largely do not move between jobs by choice. I was extremely fortunate to step back into a research career after several years at home with the children, which I attribute to having a good record of achievement before taking a break.
Mental health and a positive state of mind is not negotiable; you can't work without it. Even within a working day, my mental state can vary from strong (able to face and do anything) to weak (just want to go home). Science can be a cruel profession. Many (but not all) of your peers turn into ego-driven monsters given the opportunity to anonymously comment on your unpublished work or grant applications. Your peers do not do this intentionally. They are busy, sometimes not truly interested in your work but mostly they just forget to be compassionate. They genuinely believe that any comment, even negative ones, are useful. It takes an enormous amount of internal courage sometimes just to read comments received on journal submissions or funding proposals. It's important to stay calm in these situations, but this often takes a lifetime to learn. Becoming disconnected from friendshipgroups is another common cause of mental anguish. I suffered greatly leaving Tasmania and relocating to Queensland. Not only did I suddenly have a full-time job again after being full-time at home with the children, but I had little time to develop a new friendship group to replace the one I left behind. At the time, someone said that it would take 10 years to get happy again, which turned out to be pretty true. Thoughts of self-harm are an essential trigger to get professional help. I found a psychotherapist, whom I saw once a week for 2 years which was hugely beneficial.
Research is specialized work and the knowledge and skills needed are considerable. Without them scientific discoveries will not be made, and innovation will come to a halt. Looking back, my resilience largely came from meeting and overcoming challenges in my personal and work life. Be prepared to listen, learn, and absorb from other scientists and people outside of science. Do your gap-analyses again and again; recognize your skills shortage and act on them.
Conclusion
I've covered a lot of ground here but let me go back to the importance of The Key. Receiving that key 29 years into my career was the first time I felt truly secure in science. I had busted through all those myths to get to my goal, which was to be able to continue my research work with freedom, purpose, and self-belief. While separating myths from facts is important, there is no definite recipe for success. The pathway through science is not well trodden, and for me, it's been a bumpy ride. It's easy to underestimate the breadth of skills needed to succeed. A higher degree will give you discipline-specific knowledge, but you need to be able to absorb and use other skills such as negotiation, team management, and logistics as you become more senior. Interpersonal communication skills are essential, particularly as science is becoming more integrative across disciplines, but for some of us communication requires great effort. Science is so seductive in its richness and depth, it can rival the importance of family, friends, and community. Guard your mental and physical health as you will need a great deal of this to provide the resilience to move forward. A career in science can be difficult to traverse, but by sharing my triumphs and self-doubts with you I hope I've showed that it's possible to be successful whilst maintaining a healthy work-life balance.
